
Blue Monster Hybrid

at

Cattails T P C





The Blue Monster at Cattails T P C combines the  

three elements that Disc Golfers crave; Big elevation  

changes, lots of water hazards, and beautifully  

manicured fairways, all set against the backdrop of  

towering Bays Mountain in Kingsport, Tennessee.



OB’s and Ground Rules  MPO,

MP40, MP50, MA1 will play from the Blue tees

All other Am men divisionswill play from the White tees

Ladies will play from the Red tees

All golf greens are O B .

Bunkers are O B for Blues. Bunkers are not O B for White and
Red tees.

If you land in a bunker, play the shot from where it lies, all divisions.

If you land on a green, play next shot from the spot where it

crossed into the green with a one stroke penalty.

The primary cut (actual putting surface, not the fringe) is the O B line 
on all greens.



OB’s and Ground Rules cont.

All ponds and marshes are O B .

Creeks are O B but shots that land across creeks are in  
bounds.

The ponds and marshes are protected areas, please do not  
enter to retrieve discs. The creek is not protected and may  
be entered at your own risk.

Painted lines markthe boundaries of all ponds and  
marshes. Benefit of the doubt goes to the player in any  
difficult in or out determinations.

Cart paths are not O B for White and Red tees. Certain
cart paths are O B for Blues.Refer to each hole for Blue
tee cart pathOB’s.



The Blue Monster begins by  
quickly letting you know how it  
got its name. Careful  
consideration must be given on  
the tee or players will risk winding  
up OB. A Par 4, choose wisely  
how much of the marsh you want  
to challenge in order to allow for a  
shorter approach. The approachis  
no gimme either as the basket is  
perched on top of a big mound  
that slopes off in all directions.

Blue tee – 738 ft
White tee – 465ft
Red tee - 372 ft

Par 4
Par 4
Par 4



From the tee, Hole 2 looks relatively  
easy but OB lurks just inside the tree-
line on the right. A creek meanders  
down there and bows around the basket  
creating a small peninsula. Lefty hyzers  
and righty sidearm's will need to play a  
little further out to the left to avoid a  
skip into the creek, which is only 20-30  
ft from the pin. Righty backhands will  
be tough to judge because of the trees  
blocking any hyzer shots. Across the  
creek is not OB.

All divisions tee – 234 ft Par 3



Drives off of Hole 3 will have plenty of  
room to work with but the second or  
third shot will demand your complete  
attention. The bunker complex that  
guards the basket is not OB for Ams and  
Ladies but is OB for Pros. The tall scrub  
area on the right is not OB, but it is very  
easy to lose discs in there.
Be very careful to stay away from the right  
side rough. Some of it is nearly 5 ft high
and when looking for a disc, you can’t see  

your feet. Believe me, its bad.

Blue tee - 660 ft
White tee - 526 ft
Red tee - 402 ft

Par 4
Par 4
Pa r 4



Hole 4 calls for a big crank uphill  
to a basket tucked into a large,  
bowl shaped depression directly  
below the green/bunker complex.  
The hole measures 270 ft but plays  
more like 350 ft. Don’t let this  

deuce opportunity pass you by.
The green is OB and bunkers are  
OB for pros, but it is highly  
unlikely anyone will end up there.

All divisions tee - 270 ft Par 3



Hole 5 is a fun, downhill deuce  
opportunity. The basket is barely  
visible from the tee and a nice, slow  
left to right shot will get you a  
birdie chance. The green is OB, the  
bunkers are OB for Pros only. Take  
care to stay away from the tree-line  
on the right as the hill drops off  
very steeply. Get that deuce and  
move on to Hole 6 for another  
birdie bid!

All divisions tee - 315 ft Par 3



Hole 6 is fairly short and
kinda tame looking but don’t  

let it fool you. The basket sits  
on a nice flat golf tee area but  
falls off on all sides, especially  
to the right. Straight shots  
with little skip will work just  
fine. Be sure to keep your eye  
out for visual conflicts with  
Hole 5. The green is OB, the  
bunkers are OB for Pros only.

All divisions - 264 ft Par 3



Hole 7, although it has no water, may  
be the signature hole on the Blue  
Monster. Off the very elevated tee,  
don’t let the spectacular view distract  
you from your main objective;  
keeping your drive out of the scrub  
area on the right and left. Discs play  
an extremely unfair game of hide-
and-seek in there. Once safely in the  
fairway, turn your attention to the  
basket way up on top of the hill. Par  
5 may be a little forgiving, but throw  
one bad shot and a 5 will feel pretty  
good. Please park carts in the orange  
circle and take your discs up to the  
basket and the next tee.

Blue tee –

White tee -
720 ft
693 ft

Par 5
Par 5

Red tee - 510 ft Par 5



Hole 8 is an example of a  
Premier Design tradition, a  
very wooded hole on a ball  
golf course. After putting out  
on Hole 7, follow the trail to  
Hole 8’s tee. A very steep,  

downhill drive awaits.
Putters or mids will suffice,  
whatever you can use tostay  
in the tight fairway. Solid  
shots will get a chance at  
deuce. Knock in that 2 and  
go get your waiting cart and  
head to Hole9’s tee.

All divisions tee -160 ft Par 3



Every course has a fairly easy birdie  
and Hole 9 is it. Not many real  
obstacles here, but enough to make it  
interesting. Make sure your drive stays  
out of the scrub areas in front and  
beyond the basket. Keep an eye out  
for players on carts coming up the hill  
headed to Hole 3’s tee. The green on  

the right is OB, but anyone who ends  
up there will be kicking themselvesall  
the way to Hole 10’s tee! The bunkers  

are OB for Pros only.

Blue tee -
White tee -

309 ft
266 ft

Par 3
Par 3

Red tee - 266 ft Par 3



Want water? Hole 10 ushers in the Blue  
in Blue Monster. The drive is just the  
beginning of the fun as you will be on  
your toes until the putt goes in. Keep  
your drive in the center of the fairway  
and grin all the way to the basket. The  
obvious OB on the left is countered by  
the not so obvious OB creek in the  
right side tree-line. Approaches need  
to be cautious as well, as the basket is  
pretty close to the water. The  
water/marsh is a protected area so if  
your shot unfortunately lands in there,  
please refrain from going in after it  
unless it is reachable with a stick or  
golden retriever.

Blue tee -
White tee -

786 ft
653 ft

Par 4
Par 4

Red tee - 345 ft Par 4



More water. Hole 11 will ask for  
at least a 200 ft shot to clearthe  
water if you want to attack the  
pin. If you don’t feel confident,  

there is plenty of bail out room
on the left. A little risk-reward is  
a good thing, right? Get that 2  
and move on to the next water  
hole just a few yards away. The  
green is OB, the bunkers are OB  
For Pros only.

Blue tee – 330 ft Par 3
White tee – 330 ft Par 3
Red tee – 156ft Par3



And still more water. Hole  
12 demands another good  
pull to clear the  
marsh/water area. The  
basket is close to the  
marsh and shots that go  
long will have a testy putt  
back toward the water.
See if you can go 3-2-2 on  
10,11, and 12 to put some  
space between you and the  
field! The green is OB, the  
bunkers are OB for Pros  
only.

Blue tee - 336 ft Par 3
White tee - 336 ft Par 3
Red tee - 210ft Par3



Lefties and righty sidearms will like  
Hole 13. Although it is technically  
surrounded by water, there is plenty  
of room to stay safe. It will take a
pretty bad shot to get wet. Don’t be  

the one to find OB on Hole13.
Righty turnovers that don’t hold the  

turn can end up in very thick rough  
on the left of the cart path, avoid at  
all costs! If you need to use the  
restroom, one is provided for your
convenience☺

All divisions tee - 296 ft Par 3



Hole 14 is relatively bland but there is OB to  
find if you let your drive or second shot go  
too far left. The cart path on the left and  
beyond is OB for ALL DIVISIONS. The  
rough/swamp left of the cart path is a hot  
mess, so the OB was made to hopefullykeep  
discs in the hands of the player, not Mother  
Nature. The basket is on top of a mound,  
similar to Hole 1, and slopes off in all  
directions. Upshots that roll could find the  
cart path OB behind the basket.

All Divisions tee - 479 ft Par 4



If Hole 7 wasn’t the signature hole on  

the Blue Monster, then Hole 15 is.
First of all, players must decide how  
much of the water they want tobite  
off on the drive. A long, solid drive  
could make the green reachable in  
two shots, but is it worth the risk?
The second or third shots have water  
on the right as well. The green is OB,  
the bunkers are OB for Pros only. Play  
this hole smart, a disc is a terrible  
thing to waste.

Blue tee -
White tee -

796 ft
746 ft

Par 5
Par 5

Red tee - 531 ft Par 5



Hole 16 looks simple but water on  
both sides tends to make the simple a  
little more difficult. If you keep your  
drive flat, you will find par very easy to  
attain. However, if your drive is a little  
loose, the water can most definitely  
come into play. Put another 2 on the  
scorecard and head to Hole 17 feeling  
good! Cart path and beyond on right  
is OB for Pros only.

Blue tee -
White tee -

386ft
340ft

Par 3
Par 3

Red tee - 300 ft Par 3



The creek on Hole 17 provides the  
main obstacle to most drives but  
the rough on the left behind the  
basket could pose a much more  
difficult problem. Stay away from  
the rough if you want to keep your  
disc. It is thick and unforgiving. The  
green is OB, the bunker is OB for  
Pros only.

Blue tee -
White tee -

305ft
305ft

Par 3
Par 3

Red tee - 216 ft Par 3



If Hole 10 ushered in the Blue, then Hole  
18 introduces you to the Monster. This  
hole will keep you focused. Start out by  
making sure you clear the cattails off the  
tee. Then, keep your second shot in the  
middle and avoid the marsh that runs the  
entire length of the hole on the right.
Finally, negotiating the approach may  
cause bad dreams as Horse Creek looms  
left of the basket and a cart path isthere,  
dying to give you a skip into a premature  
bath. It’s not all super-tough though,  
smart play could reward you with a  
satisfying par. The green is OB, the  
bunker is OB for Pros only.

Blue tee -
White tee -

969 ft
688 ft

Par 5
Par 5

Red tee - 400 ft Par 5


